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	Introduces the graphical capabilities of R to readers new to the software


	Due to its flexibility and availability, R has become the computing software of choice for statistical computing and generating graphics across various fields of research. Guidebook to R Graphics Using Microsoft® Windows offers a unique presentation of R, guiding new users through its many benefits, including the creation of high-quality graphics.


	Beginning with getting the program up and running, this book takes readers step by step through the process of creating histograms, boxplots, strip charts, time series graphs, steam-and-leaf displays, scatterplot matrices, and map graphs. In addition, the book presents:

	
		
			Tips for establishing, saving, and printing graphs along with essential base-package plotting functions

	
	
		
			Interactive R programs for carrying out common tasks such as inputting values, moving data on a natural spline, adjusting three-dimensional graphs, and understanding simple and local linear regression

	
	
		
			Various external packages for R that help to create more complex graphics like rimage, gplots, ggplot2, tripack, rworldmap, and plotrix packages

	



	Throughout the book, concise explanations of key concepts of R graphics assist readers in carrying out the presented procedures, and any coverage of functions is clearly written out and displayed in the text as demos. The discussed techniques are accompanied by a wealth of screenshots and graphics with related R code available on the book's FTP site, and numerous exercises allow readers to test their understanding of the presented material.


	Guidebook to R Graphics Using Microsoft® Windows is a valuable resource for researchers in the fields of statistics, public health, business, and the life and social sciences who use or would like to learn how to use R to create visual representations of data. The book can also be used as a supplement for courses on statistical analysis at the upper-undergraduate level.
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Renewable Energy in the UK: Past, Present and Future (Energy, Climate and the Environment)Palgrave Macmillan, 2019

	
		
			?This book offers a detailed account of how renewable energy has moved from the margins to the mainstream in the UK, and of the battles that have been fought to achieve this, trawling through the often troubled history of government involvement.  
		


		
			The book examines how renewables became what...
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Branding Yourself: How to Use Social Media to Invent or Reinvent Yourself (2nd Edition) (Que Biz-Tech)Que, 2012

	Want a new job or career? Need to demonstrate more value to customers or employers? Use today’s hottest social media platforms to build the powerful personal brand that gets you what you want! In this completely updated book, Erik Deckers and Kyle Lacy help you use social media to attract new business and job...
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Network+ Fast PassSybex, 2005
The Perfect Preparation and Review Resource
     
     Network+     Fast Pass is the streamlined tool you need to hone in on the Network+ exam.     The enclosed CD lets you practice, practice, practice, and you’ll keep the     book—packed with concise, objective-focused coverage and review...
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Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning in Higher EducationIdea Group Publishing, 2005
Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning in Higher Education provides a resource for researchers and practitioners in the area of computer-supported collaborative learning (also known as CSCL); particularly those working within a tertiary education environment. It includes articles of relevance to those interested in both theory and practice in...
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Physics Part 1 Class - 9S. Chand & Company Ltd, 2015

	
		Physics can be tough for many students. But when there is clarity of concept and the explanations are neatly presented, Physics can become an interesting subject too.

	
		Physics Part 1 for class 9 is written as per the prescribed and updated syllabus of NCERT and CBSE board. The book has many easy to understand explanations...
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Adjuvant Analgesics (Oxford American Pain Library)Oxford University Press, 2015

	Collective knowledge of the origins and pharmacology of pain are evolving rapidly, providing increased hope for better pain management and a far greater quality of life for patients worldwide. However, there are few works dedicated to guiding primary care practitioners and clinical researchers through the use of adjuvant analgesics. Part of...
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